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Too many books, businesses and creative ideas never see the light of day. This book is about
how to make sure yours isn’t one of them.‘I was paralyzed by fear and indecision until I came
across Robbie’s work.’Nadine Kelly, Founder, YOGI M.D.Are you stuck procrastinating and not
creating?Are you questioning whether you’re cut out to be an entrepreneur... or whether you’re
even creative at all?Maybe you’re overwhelmed, stuck or wondering how to start…Do you want
to still be like that a year from now?This is a book about how to get unstuck and get started. It’s
about how to do that thing... You know the one.The one you’ve been meaning to do; the one you
wish you’d done already.This book will teach you how to get any project off the ground: to get it
out of your head and out into the world.How to Start (a book, business or creative project) When
You're Stuck is for you if you want to:Stop making excuses and start doing work that
matters.Stop procrastinating and start being productive.Stop being the person who always says
they’ll do something and start being someone who actually does it.Stop being a wannabe writer/
entrepreneur/creative and finally start.Stop feeling stuck and start creating momentum towards
what you want to create.Stop feeling overwhelmed and start taking tiny steps in the right
direction.Stop saying you don’t have time and start making progress towards your goals.Stop
being someone who’ll do something ‘when…’ and start being someone who goes for what they
want.Stop being stuck in creative hell and start being creative.Stop wasting your potential and
start using it.Stop being unfulfilled and start making a difference in the world.Leadership coach
Robbie Swale is a prolific creator, but he wasn’t always that way.He knows what it’s like to be
stuck in creative hell.He let ideas and opportunities pass him by until, wrestling with
procrastination and resistance, he started on the journey that created the 12-Minute
Method.And that’s how this book was created... with the 12-Minute Method. In it, he shares the
principles he has used to successfully launch a business, a blog, a podcast and more.If there’s
something you are called to create, a business that you want to found, an idea that you need to
share... if you want to finally get round to starting, this book is for you.Itis here to give you the
practical inspiration you need to beat your procrastination, get unstuck and finally make your
idea a reality.Here’s something you can be sure of: nothing you want to create will exist unless
you start it.Let’s get started.You’ve waited long enough.‘Robbie's writing and 12-minute method
inspired me to finally take the first steps to starting a business I'd had in my mind (and done
nothing about) for years.’Paul Thompson, Founder, WorkSmart WellbeingHow to Start (a book,
business or creative project) When You're Stuck is book one of The 12-Minute Method: Beat
Procrastination, Be More Productive and Finally Do That Thing You’ve Been Meaning To Do.

'Each time I talk with Robbie, he gives me a new thought to think about.'Robert Holden - Author,
Authentic Success'Robbie's guidance will support your progress and will lead you to share the



12-Minute Method with others. It's that good.'David W. Reynolds - Author, Lead. Learn.
Change'Robbie's writing and 12-Minute Method inspired me to finally take the first steps to start
a business I'd had in my mind (and done nothing about) for years.'Paul Thompson - Founder,
WorkSmart Wellbeing'I have now published a book and have been writing for 483 consecutive
days. I would not have done that had it not been for Robbie's idea, but more importantly seeing
him walk his talk with the 12-Minute Method.'Karena de Souza - Author, Contours of
Courageous Parenting'As a true believer in the power of creativity to fire us up and get us into
action, I see Robbie as a real leader in the field.'Jo Hunter - CEO, 64 Million Artists'Whatever
progress you wish you could make in your career, or more generally in your life - whether it's
starting a business, writing your first book, or any other new beginning - Robbie's 12-Minute
Method will help you overcome the obstacles in your way, focus your energy and start!'Alex
Swallow - Author, How To Become An InfluencerAbout the AuthorRobbie Swale is a leadership
coach, author and the host of The Coach's Journey Podcast. Robbie knows what it's like to be
stuck in creative hell. A series of ideas and opportunities passed him by until, wrestling with
procrastination and resistance, he started on the journey that created the 12-Minute Method. His
first book - How to Start (a book, business or Creative Project) When You're Stuck - written using
that 12-Minute Method - is the start of a four-part series to help readers beat procrastination, be
more productive and finally how to do that thing... You know the one. The one you've been
meaning to do for years.The rest of the 12-Minute Method series is due for release in 2022. In
the first decade of his career, Robbie was a director, a trustee, a manager, a leader and an
administrator. In a search to find work that took advantage of his strengths, what he loves and
how he wants to contribute to the world, he found coaching. He works with clients on creativity,
leading with honour, and the craft and business of coaching. Read more, including the 12-
minute blog, at www.robbieswale.com. Read more about The Coach's Journey Podcast at
www.thecoachsjourney.com. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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The 12-Minute Method Book 1How To Start (a book, business or creative project) When You’re
StuckPractical inspiration to get your idea off the groundRobbie SwaleCopyright © 2021 Robbie
SwaleFirst published 2021 by Winds of Trust PublicationsThe right of Robbie Swale to be
identified as the author of this work has been asserted by him in accordance with the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any other form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of the
publisher.ContentsQuote 1Quote 2ImpactAbout the AuthorAbout This BookThe 12-Minute
MethodFree 12-Minute Method Action SheetI. Part One: Only Start1. It’s Time to Start2. Give
Yourself the Permission You Need3. The Second-Best Time is Now4. ‘Clarity’ and ‘Knowing
Enough’5. Two Rules for Possibility: Always be Early and Always Start6. To Me, By Me, Through
Me7. Everything Starts with a Decision. So, DecideII. Part Two: How To Start8. The Power of a
Commitment9. The Only Thing Stopping You is You10. The One-Line Business Plan11. How Do
I Let My Ambition Out?12. Develop Your Sense of Possibility13. Make Impeccable Commitments
to Yourself and Others14. The Northwest of England Way to Make Decisions15. Take the Risk to
Create the Partnerships You Need16. Our Ingenuity is Holding Us Back17. Release the Pressure
of the Victim18. Create Space for Magical Thinking19. The Knottiness of Change20. Make a Bet
on Future You21. The Four Steps for Getting Into ActionIII. Part Three: Why Start?22. Death
Changes Everything23. The Power of Creativity24. Change is What Happens When Seven
Billion People Try to Do Their Best25. Being Someone Who Writes26. The Magic of Small
Leadership27. Take Responsibility in Your Life28. What Do We Say to the God of Death?29. We
Don’t All Get Happy Endings30. Creativity, Fear and Freedom31. Don’t Let Your Resistance Beat
YouAfterwordHelp Spread the WordPlease Share Your Work: Free E-bookStay Up to Date About
The 12-Minute MethodAcknowledgmentsHow I Wrote a Book in 12 Minutes: A Few Notes About
the ProcessNotesOur inspiration is always there, but it’s at the moment when we commit to
something and make the start that we let inspiration in.One thing we can be sure of is that
nothing we want to create will exist unless we start it.Impact‘I was paralysed by fear and
indecision until I came across Robbie’s work. Now, thanks to the 12-Minute Method, I believe
that I am an author and I am writing my first book.’Nadine Kelly, M.D., Founder of YOGI
M.D.‘Robbie’s writing and 12-Minute Method inspired me to finally take the first steps to start a
business I’d had in my mind (and done nothing about) for years. Learning to lean into resistance
and just take the first step has had a huge impact on my mindset, mental health, family and
career development. In the four years since, we have become a successful, award-winning
business! I’m extremely grateful to Robbie for his genuinely impactful and thought provoking 12-
minute articles.’Paul Thompson, Founder/Health and Wellbeing Coach and Consultant,
WorkSmart Wellbeing‘I wouldn't have written any of what I have without Robbie’s example and
his 12-minute approach. It’s what gave me the initial courage to try such a writing practice
myself, to break through both fear and creative blockage… and then to post one article, then
several, then to become known for such writing. When someone mentioned I should write a



book, the only thing that gave me the confidence to believe I could was seeing what Robbie had
already accomplished. I am on page 316 of my flash draft.’Peter Tavernise, Leadership Coach‘As
a true believer in the power of creativity to fire us up and get us into action, I see Robbie as a real
leader in the field. His ability to excite and inspire even the most reluctant participants is really
impressive. Whether in academia, tech, finance, culture or anything in between, Robbie will help
you put aside the noise and focus on what is really important to you.’Jo Hunter, Co-Founder and
CEO, 64 Million Artists‘The ethos of the 12-Minute Method is inspiring and challenging, but it is
hearing what led Robbie to it in the first place that connects most. Words matter, but so does the
spirit and story behind the words, and that’s what catches me more than anything about
Robbie’s writing.’Dr Hannah Mather, Executive Coach, Theologian, and Author, The Interpreting
Spirit‘I would highly recommend Robbie to anyone who is facing what feels like an
insurmountable hurdle, whether it’s personal or professional.’Emma Kerr, Senior Global Practice
Specialist, DAI‘Many times, in many ways, I have recommended the 12-Minute Method to others
and watched them come alive with inspiration when they hear how Robbie brought this book to
life. His genius ideas are exponentially valuable. To me, it’s the 12-Minute Miracle.’Michelle C.
Basey, Energy Healing Artist and CoreYou Coach‘Robbie will get an acknowledgment in my
second book, as he did in my first. The second couldn’t have been written without the first and
my first would never have been written without Robbie’s leadership and his 12-Minute Method.
His fingerprints are forever more on anything I publish! Robbie’s guidance will support your
progress and will lead you to share the 12-Minute Method with others. It’s that good.’David W.
Reynolds, Creator and host of the Lead. Learn. Change. Podcast; Author, Lead. Learn.
Change‘I've always liked to write. However, I’m not a writer. Why would I write, if I'm not a writer?
Stumbling upon Robbie’s 12-Minute Method gave me permission to write. Anyone can be a
writer for 12 minutes! Since incorporating the method into my weekly routine, and publishing on
social, I am considered by many to be a “thought leader” in my space.’Bryon Howard, CEO, The
Howard Team Real Estate Services – eXp Realty‘“Surely I can find 12 minutes in a day,” I
thought when I saw Robbie's workshop on “how to write a book in 12 minutes”. It was a low
barrier to entry towards creating a sustainable writing practice. It was the best decision I have
made. I have now published a book and have been writing for 483 consecutive days. I would not
have done that had it not been for Robbie's idea, but more importantly seeing him walk his talk
with the 12-Minute Method.’Karena de Souza, Author, Contours of Courageous Parenting‘Each
time I talk with Robbie, he gives me a new thought to think about.’Robert Holden, Author,
Authentic Success‘Whatever progress you wish you could make in your career, or more
generally in your life – whether it’s starting a business, writing your first book, or any other new
beginning – Robbie’s 12-Minute Method will help you overcome the obstacles in your way, focus
your energy and start!’Alex Swallow, Author, How To Become An InfluencerAbout the
AuthorWritten on 13th October, 2021I’m Robbie Swale, a writer and coach.There have been
many times in my life where I didn’t get my ideas off the ground, where I was stuck in creative
hell and where I wasn’t productive. Thankfully, mostly that has changed.Now people call me



prolific and that’s all down to the lessons I learned while creating the 12-Minute Method. Some of
the things I have beaten procrastination to do and finally got off the ground include:A blog,
clocking in at over 200 articles; each written in 12 minutesA coaching business, built from
nothing, that could support me full-time in less than two yearsAprendiendo español (I’ve got a
long way to go, but I’m moving and not stopping)A website dedicated to my favourite author, now
containing over 300 inspirational snippets of wisdom (read more at )A podcast, including
interviews with best-selling authors and world-famous coaches ()Books: this one, three more
due out in 2022, and another that’s almost finishedA career changeGetting marriedI spent the
first decade of my career doing lots of different things. I was a director, a trustee, a manager,
almost a professional actor, a leader and an administrator.In my current work, I’m interested in
three things:Creativity (and why people don’t do the things they want to do).Leadership and how
people can be honourable in their work. How they can find success without feeling like they have
to compromise their values and identity.Coaching: the amazing craft that allows each of us to
develop vital skills for our future and to more often be our wisest and most skilful selves.I’ve
coached people working on amazing creative ideas, from businesses to books and beyond. I’ve
worked with people on many incredible projects that you will never have heard of. I’ve also
worked, coached, trained and facilitated for organisations like Swiss Re, the University of
Edinburgh, the Royal Opera House, Moonpig, UCL and more.I’m proud to be an associate of 64
Million Artists, an organisation dedicated to unleashing the creativity of everyone in the UK, and
a Fellow Coach for BetterUp, the world’s biggest mental health and coaching
organisation.Mostly, though, I’m proud that I’ve felt fear, felt resistance, felt the pull of
procrastination, and I’ve battled it, knowing that that battle was a battle for my soul: to take me
out of creative hell and grow me into someone new. There have been many ideas that haven’t
made it because I didn’t know how to fight that battle. But my line is drawn: not anymore.Read
more about me and sign up to my mailing list at:About This BookThis is a book about how to get
unstuck and get started.It’s about that thing.You know the one.The one you’ve been meaning to
do; the one you wish you’d done.It’s about how to get that thing off the ground, so that a year
from now it’s out in the world, not still rattling around in your head.This book is not a ‘how to
guide’ in the traditional sense. There are no ‘six steps to start your business’. There is no exact
map to follow. No ‘go here and you will get this’.The creative process – the process of making
something from nothing – is too complex for that. You need to find the unique mix of inspiration,
ideas and practices that work for you.Read this book looking for the ideas that will help you. It
probably won’t be all of them, but it certainly won’t be none of them.Something here will help you
to stop being a frustrated creative or a frustrated entrepreneur, and start being an active creative
or entrepreneur.Something here will be exactly what you need to get your idea off the
ground.That idea could be a book you’ve always wanted to write, a business you want to start, a
habit you want to make part of who you are…It could be making a change to your career,
creating and releasing an album, or making a change to a relationship in your life…It could be
pretty much anything that you want to be different about your life now and how you live it.Sound



ambitious? Maybe, but that’s how powerful the 12-Minute Method can be.To find that something
(or somethings) you need, you first need to take charge of how you use this book. As you read,
look for the spark that motivates you in each chapter, each section. When you find it, think about
how you’re going to use it. Sometimes a single spark is all it takes to light the fire.If you would like
some help keeping track of the sparks, you can download a ready-made worksheet to help you
design your own 12-minute practice here:This book is organised into easily digestible, bite-size
sections, so you can dip into it wherever you want and skip about liberally, if that is what works
best for you.Or, you can scan through the contents, find a chapter title that speaks to you today,
then read it, trusting that you’ll be guided to the insight you need to hear in this particular
moment.Or, finally, you can read it from cover to cover if that feels right. I put it together to be
read in that manner, with an energy and arc from beginning to middle to end.Above all,
remember that everything that was made, at some point was nothing. Everything that exists, at
some point needed to be started.So, let’s start.Robbie SwaleAugust 24, 2021The 12-Minute
MethodThe 12-Minute Method emerged from my struggles. Setting out on a new journey, into a
new part of my life, I was looking at myself deeply for the first time. And I noticed something. I
was scared – really scared – of sharing anything of myself online. I hadn’t always been that way,
but in 2016, I was. Yes, I was scared of sharing anything I had created, but even of sharing a
post on Facebook. It filled me with anxiety, causing tension to rise in my chest.More important to
me than social media though was creating things. I hadn’t always held myself back when
creating things, but for the years leading up to 2016, I had. I was very aware that two great ideas
had passed me by, moving on in the way Liz Gilbert describes in Big Magic, to someone else.
The chance for me to be the person who had made them was gone. And I didn’t want that to
happen again.But more important to me than missing out on ideas was that I wanted to create. I
wanted to share myself with the world. So, I took this fear to my coach at the time, Joel Monk,
and gradually, things shifted. I shared a poem I had written, then a longer article. But the real
shift, the thing that made all the difference for me, the moment that really marked the start of the
12-Minute Method, happened when Joel shared that in his previous career as a visual artist, he
had liked to create series of paintings. What if, he asked, I created a series of articles?We had
spoken about how I valued the time I had to myself on my short train journey from Clapham
Junction to Waterloo each day, so we designed a practice to overcome my fear of sharing myself
online, and to allow me to create something. Here was the practice:Write on the train. Start when
the train starts moving, stop when the train stops. Then, proofread it once and share it online. No
time to get in my own way. Just time to write and share.We agreed that I would do this five times
over the next two weeks. This was important, partly because it was a way to make sure I didn’t
give up if the first one terrified or embarrassed me too much. I chose to post them on LinkedIn,
because I thought no one really read LinkedIn.After posting five articles, however, I noticed
something was happening. People – a handful of people, but real people nonetheless – had
responded warmly to those five pieces. I went on holiday after those five pieces, with that
feedback and the experience of writing and sharing them in my mind. When I got back, I



committed to writing one article each week from then on. One per day or five every two weeks
felt like too many. But one article on my train journey every week, I could do.After a while, my
circumstances changed and I didn’t need to take the train daily anymore, so I checked how long
the journey took the next time I travelled from Waterloo to Clapham Junction. It took 12
minutes.So, on weeks when I didn’t get the train, I would set a timer for 12 minutes.I would write
when the timer was going, stop when the timer stopped. Proofread it once and post it on
LinkedIn. Once a week. As I write this, that practice has been going now for five years and one
week.Strangely, the train from Clapham Junction to Waterloo (or back) almost never lasts
exactly 12 minutes. Often, it’s 8 or 9 or 11. A few times a day it lasts 12 minutes though, so here
we are: The 12-Minute Method.Gradually, as the practice continued, I realised that something
was happening as I wrote the pieces – something quite powerful.First, I began to see that I was
changing through this practice; my sense of “Who I am” was being changed.Second, something
was being created.And a pattern was emerging.As I’ll describe in Chapter 1 – It’s Time To Start, I
saw this pattern clearly three times in my own life – then I began to see it elsewhere. The 12-
minute writing practice had exposed a truth about human experience that, somehow, I’d never
known. Not knowing it had held me back from being better, and doing more, in almost every
aspect of my life. That truth is this:

How to Start (a book, business or creative project) When You’re Stuck: Practical inspiration to
get your idea off the ground (The 12-Minute Method: Beat ... Thing You’ve Been Meaning To Do
Book 1), The Art of Witty Banter: Be Clever, Quick, & Magnetic (2nd Edition) (How to be More
Likable and Charismatic Book 3), How to Listen with Intention: The Foundation of True
Connection, Communication, and Relationships (How to be More Likable and Charismatic Book
2), How to Become a People Magnet: 62 Simple Strategies to Build Powerful Relationships and
Positively Impact the Lives of Everyone You Get in Touch with (Change your habits, change your
life Book 5), The Ultimate Coach, How to Begin: Start Doing Something That Matters, The
Burnout Fix: Overcome Overwhelm, Beat Busy, and Sustain Success in the New World of Work,
The Prosperous Coach: Increase Income and Impact for You and Your Clients (The Prosperous
Series Book 1)



Ryan Hummel, “Just start it.... Over the holidays, I had the opportunity of digging into this book
and I’d highly recommend it. A great highlight... just START. As the author states 'as things
progress, get organized, improve the process, change things as needed – but start'. Good stuff!”

Annie Mac, “Read this book even if you don't think you need to.. Well and clearly written with
concepts and suggestions that are helpful, do-able, and often wise. I look forward to reading
more of Mr. Swale's work.”

Alex Swallow, “The Inspiration You Need To Start Something New. This brilliant book gives
ideas, tips and processes to help you start something when you feel stuck (or to pick up
something again that you thought was lost from your life). It could be applied to so many
endeavours- that book you always wanted to write; business you wanted to start; or any other
sort of creative undertaking.You really get the feeling that the author has 'walked his own talk'.
Not only does he outline the ways in which he overcame his own creative resistance and not
only does he share the times he failed as well as his successes, but he shows how he used the
methods he outlines in the book, to write the book itself! This approach really gives you a feeling
of what could be possible for you as the reader.There were a great many insights that I picked
up- about the creative process but also, for example, about the author's view, which I share, that
we have an opportunity like never before to share something of our unique creative spirit with the
world. Not only that, but how the process of creation is something that changed the author at a
fundamental level and doubtless will change you (and me) as well.This is the first in a series of
books, I can't wait for the next one!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A realistic way to get going and keep going. Reading this helped me to
dare to believe in a more measured and realistic way.... Robbie's approach is thankfully is NOT -
'GO FOR IT' in the wohooo, let's do this, you got this, etc - kind of way.Instead the 12 minute idea
in 'How to Start When Your Stuck' has helped find in me a find a sense possibility through
patience.That little and often, over time, will build momentum - and also responsibility - for the
process of starting and continuing. Highly recommended.”

luke Bastiani, “12 minutes to make a change.. I brought this book, having had the chance to do a
one off session with Robbie, whose understanding and questioning helped me make some
immediate steps to make changes to my life. I therefore trusted that what would be inside would
be of use.And now because of reading this book I have taken the opportunity to start writing and
posting on linkedin...i have taken the leap!This book and its approach in particular has reminded
me of the importance of little and often in making changes to our lives. And if anything writing
has helped me understand myself even more.”



M J TOLLER, “This book helped me to get started!. Just finished this book and wanted to say
thanks for a great read. Robbie inspired me to get started on a writing project of my own - I got
one of my own reflections into order this week and took the big step of putting it online!”

Ben Brearley, “Flexible and Applicable to Any Stuck Individual. When I purchased this, I thought
it would be a step by step instructional guide, but it is better than that.Robbie is a coach, and in
typical coaching style, the book attacks the issue of procrastination, resistance, laziness (or
whatever else is stopping you from getting started) from different angles.Each chapter is well
written and stirs up thought-provoking insights - not all of them will resonate with every reader.
However, if your issue is being stuck, then I guarantee that at least some chapters will resonate
strongly in a way that will stick with you.That's what makes this book great. There is no one-size-
fits-all way to get everyone unstuck. So Robbie has packaged together a combination of
methods / guidance / wisdom that will work in different ways, for different people.If you're stuck,
get this book and get started.”

The book by Robbie Swale has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 9 people have provided feedback.
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